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ABSTRACT
In positron emission tomography (PET), quantitative evaluation of spatial resolution/object size, attenuation and
scatter effects is often performed using phantoms with hollow spheres. Fillable, plastic-walled spheres are
commercially available in several sizes. Radioactive solutions in any concentration can be injected into the
spheres. Hollow spheres have several desirable traits, including repeatable, consistent use, and standardization
across measurements at different institutions, since identical items are distributed by a single manufacturer. The
objective of this work is to describe a methodology for construction of hollow spheres using rapid prototyping.
It was used the software SolidWork (2014) to create five 3D models of the hollow spheres with inner diameters
of 10 mm, 13 mm, 17 mm, 22 mm, and 28 mm. These models were based on hollow spheres of NEMA/IEC
PET body phantom. It was used a Cubex Duo 3D printer (3D Systems) to build the hollow spheres. The material
used was the ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) resin.

1. INTRODUCTION
Besides the use in oncology, positron emission tomography (PET) is of importance in
neurology, for example in diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease and epilepsy, as well as in
cardiology (BAZANEZ-BORGERT, 2008; SYDOFF et al., 2014). Quantitative PET is
generally focused on determination of accurate values for local tracer concentration as a
prerequisite for further quantification, either via standardized uptake value (SUV) or tracer
kinetic modeling. Spatial resolution, attenuation and scatter effects, lesion detectability and
lesion radioactivity quantitation are often evaluated using physical phantoms with a set of
hollow spheres of various diameters (TURKINGTON et al., 2001; BAZANEZ-BORGERT,
2008; HOFHEINZ et al., 2010). For example, the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) NU-2 standard for clinical PET scanners specifies the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) body phantom (Figure 1) with multiple hollow spheres
(NEMA, 2007).
The hollow spheres are filled with a radionuclide solution having the desired contrast ratio
with respect to the background radionuclide solution. Typically the sphere diameters and
activity concentrations are chosen to simulate the clinical or preclinical scan conditions for
scanners designed for human or small-animal imaging, respectively (DiFILIPPO et al., 2010).
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Hollow spheres have several desirable traits, including repeatable, consistent use, and
standardization across measurements at different institutions, since identical items are
distributed by a single manufacturer. However, there are some drawbacks to using hollow
spheres. One is that only specific and limited sizes are available commercially
(TURKINGTON et al., 2001).

Figure 1. NEMA/IEC PET body phantom.

The objective of this work is to describe a methodology for construction of hollow spheres
using rapid prototyping.
Rapid prototyping is a group of techniques used to quickly fabricate a scale model of a
physical part or assembly using three-dimensional (3D) computer aided design (CAD) data.
Construction of the part or assembly is usually done using 3D printing. 3D printers usually
work by depositing plastic resins layer upon layer onto a platform to build the desired 3D
object. This technology is finding applications in various areas of medicine including surgical
planning, component manufacturing for x-ray imaging systems, phantom production, and
even printing real biological tissues (SOLOMON; SAMEI, 2014).

2. METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
For construction of hollow spheres, it was used a Cubex Duo 3D printer (3D Systems)
(Figure 2a). The CubeX 3D Printers create the models by pulling filament from the cartridge
through the print jets via the delivery tubes. The material used was the ABS (acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene) resin. ABS supplied by 3D Systems has density 1.05 g/cm³, is not soluble
in water and its softening point is 105 Cº.
To allow the filling of radionuclide solution from out of the phantom, balloon supports was
used (Figure 2b). The balloon support used (BWB Embalagens) has two parts: a balloon
support per se and a straw (outside diameter of 4.3 mm).
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Figure 2. Cubex Duo 3D printer (3D Systems) (a) and balloon supports (BWB
Embalagens) (b).

It was used the CAD (computer-aided design) software SolidWork (2014) to create the 3D
models of the hollow spheres. Have been created five spheres with inner diameters of 10 mm,
13 mm, 17 mm, 22 mm, and 28 mm, based on hollow spheres of NEMA/IEC PET body
phantom. Table 1 shows the dimensions used.

Table 1. Dimensions used to create 3D models of the hollow spheres.
Sphere’s Inner Diameter
Sphere’s Outer Diameter
Hole’s Diameter
Hole's Edge Thickness
Hole's Edge Height
Base's Cylinder Diameter
Base's Cylinder Height

10 mm
11 mm
7.75 mm
2 mm
1.75 mm
5 mm
0.75 mm

13 mm
14 mm
7.75 mm
2 mm
1.75 mm
5 mm
0.75 mm

17 mm
18 mm
7.75 mm
2 mm
1.75 mm
6 mm
0.75 mm

22 mm
23 mm
7.75 mm
2 mm
1.75 mm
10 mm
0.75 mm

28 mm
29 mm
7.75 mm
2 mm
1.75 mm
12 mm
0.75 mm

After created 3D models, they should be saved in a format to be read by the CAM (Computer
Aided Manufacturing) system. The format *.stl (Stereolitography) is standard for 3D printers.
In this format, the surfaces of 3D models are divided into less complex parts, forming a
triangulation mesh on the object surface. CAM systems help in planning for the printing
process. These software provide tools and information on the object to be printed (SILVA,
2006; RODRIGUES, 2014). The CAM system provided by 3D Systems is the Cubify Invent
Software. In this software, *.stl files are converted to *.cubex, to be read by the 3D printer.
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After printing, the terminal ends of the balloon supports were sawed and glued in the holes of
the spheres. Finally, the spheres were manually sanded to remove the bases and
imperfections. Figure 3 shows a 3D model of a sphere and the printed spheres.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. 3D model of a hollow sphere (a) and the built hollow spheres (b).

3. CONCLUSION
In this work, it was described a methodology for construction of hollow spheres using rapid
prototyping. These spheres are used to evaluate spatial resolution, attenuation and scatter
effects, lesion detectability and lesion radioactivity quantitation in PET.
So far it has not been possible to perform experiments to validate the built hollow spheres.
For this, it intend to compare PET images of the NEMA/IEC PET body phantom with its
original spheres and with the built spheres.
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